Abstract
Background
The EuroQoL 5D (EQ-5D) is a widely used generic measure of health related quality of life (HRQoL) and can be used to generate a single index value or utility [1] [2] [3] . This utility value is used for the calculation of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) for cost-effectiveness analysis. The EQ-5D is currently recommended by the UK's National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) as a tool for quantifying utility in adults [3, 4] . Quality of life and cost-effectiveness analyses are important for trials of interventions in cardiac patients and the EQ-5D has been used to calculate QALYs for cost-effectiveness analyses in several such trials [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Patients participating in clinical trials and other studies often have to complete many questionnaires, sometimes at multiple points in time. The EQ-5D is a short survey that has been shown to have good acceptability and feasibility in the general public and in cardiac patients [10] [11] [12] . However, in many studies it may not have been administered, for reasons of perceived patient burden from multiple questionnaires or because the study has not initially focused on economic questions. With the growing importance of cost-effectiveness estimation to inform Government and health insurers' policy decisions, it would be useful to be able to predict, or map, the EQ-5D index from other commonly collected demographics and clinical outcome variables.
Mapping of preference based measures using non-preference based tools is a growing area of study [13] . Such models could be used to predict the EQ-5D index in cases where it was not administered. Mapping of the EQ-5D index requires development of multiple variable regression models that predict the EQ-5D index with the minimum amount of error possible, so that predicted values give a reasonable estimate of the unobserved EQ-5D index. Mapping models may need to be derived separately for different disease groups, since the most effective predictors may vary between diseases. Also, mapping models need to incorporate variables that are commonly measured when studying the disease in question. For example, in studies of cardiac interventions, demographics and one or more common cardiac outcome measures, such as treadmill exercise time (ETT), Canadian Cardiovascular Society Angina Classification (CCS) and the Seattle Angina Questionnaire (SAQ), are generally gathered. Such variables would be obvious candidates for inclusion in models for mapping the EQ-5D index in cardiac patients.
Consistency in relationships between the EQ-5D index, patient characteristics and cardiac outcome measures across different studies/disease severity groups have recently been assessed using both aggregate and patient level data by our group [7, 14] . The study using patient level data looked at the individual relationship between each of the cardiac measures described above and the EQ-5D index using data from several studies. Type of treatment and study variables were included to adjust for disease severity and type of population (ie. those selected for a clinical trial versus those entered into a cohort study) in order to get more accurate estimates of the magnitude of the relationship between the measures and the EQ-5D index. In the current study, the aim was to take these clinical measures in combination in a single model to predict the EQ-5D index. In this case, disease severity was taken into account using a single variable, and more implicitly from the point of view of stage of disease, as we felt this would be an important contributor to accurately predicting the EQ-5D index. The previous study found the relationship between the cardiac measures and the EQ-5D index were of different magnitudes and differed across patients having different treatments [14] . The treatments patients have roughly correspond to their disease severity, so it was important to take the disease stage into account when trying to map from disease specific variables to the EQ-5D index.
Several studies have looked at mapping using other generic or disease-specific HRQoL measures, with one other using clinical measures to map to the EQ-5D index [13, 15] . This study aimed to use individual patient data to derive mapping models for the EQ-5D index in cardiac patients with different levels of disease severity by incorporating into these models multiple demographic factors and clinical cardiac measures commonly used when treating and studying these patients.
Methods

Data
The authors had access to individual patient data from 5 major studies in patients with cardiovascular disease in which both the EQ-5D and one or more commonly-used cardiac measurements were available, which were a subset of the studies used in our previous study [14] . A main dataset was created using data measured at multiple time points on patients participating in 4 randomised clinical trials [5, 6, 8, 16] , and 1 cohort study [17] . The studies covered diagnosis of cardiac disease and interventions in patients ranging from early disease managed medically to end-stage heart failure and are described briefly in Table  1 . Measurements in the different studies were divided into baseline and post-treatment measurements and these were used as separate records to provide information about patient variables at different stages of disease. Further details of the studies used, the clinical measures, the use of measurements from different time points, and the individual relationship between each of these clinical measures and the EQ-5D index can be found in our earlier paper [14] . The dataset was then divided in two by taking a random sample of 60% of the data and separating that data from the remaining 40% to provide an estimation dataset and a validation dataset, respectively. There were similar proportions of records from each study in each of the two datasets (Table 1) .
Measurements assessed
The EQ-5D questionnaire consists of 5 questions covering health domains of mobility, self-care, usual activity, pain and anxiety/depression [1] [2] [3] . Each domain has three levels of severity: no problems, some or moderate problems and severe problems. Utility weights can then be attached to the EQ-5D health state provided by the questionnaire [18] . Utility values range from 1 (best possible health), through 0 (death) to -0.59 (worse than death) [19] . The UK algorithm for calculating the EQ-5D index was used in this study [18] .
Total exercise time was available from a modified Bruce protocol treadmill test (ETT). The Bruce protocol requires walking on a treadmill at a given speed and with a given grade, both of which increase through three stages [14, 20] .
Angina class was measured by the Canadian Cardiovascular Society Angina Scale. The CCS was recorded as a 5-point score according to the amount of exercise required to bring on angina from 0 (no angina even on strenuous or prolonged physical exertion) to IV (angina with minimal exertion or at rest).
The disease-specific Seattle Angina Questionnaire (SAQ) has five dimensions related to angina: the exertional capacity scale (ECS), anginal stability scale (ASS), anginal frequency scale (AFS), treatment satisfaction scale (TSS) and the disease perception scale (DPS). Each scale has a range of 0 to 100 with higher values representing greater functioning/satisfaction and fewer limitations.
Statistical analysis
Continuous variables were summarized using the mean and standard deviation. Relationships between the EQ-5D index and continuous explanatory variables were explored by studying scatter plots and correlations between the variables. Categorical variables were summarized using frequencies and proportions. The relationship between the EQ-5D index and categorical variables was explored by summarizing the mean and standard deviation of the EQ-5D index for different levels of these variables, and using the Student's t-test or analysis of variance for comparisons.
For mapping, a base linear model was fitted using ordinary least squares (OLS) estimation with EQ-5D index as the dependent variable and age, sex and a proxy for disease stage as explanatory variables in the model using the estimation dataset. The proxy 'disease stage' variable was created by taking into account both the procedures patients had undergone and the time point of the EQ-5D index measurement. Patients were classified as a) having had only medical management (MM, ie. a baseline measurement in a patient with no prior procedures and who was randomised to MM during the study), b) being preballoon angioplasty +/-stent (PTCA) (ie. a baseline measurement for a patient who went on to have a balloon angioplasty with or without a stent during the study), c) pre-coronary artery bypass graft (CABG), or d) post-PTCA or e) post-CABG, if the patient had one of these procedures before the study began. This variable constituted a proxy for disease stage because patients that only had medical management were likely to be the least ill, but those that entered a study and then had PTCA or CABG were probably at a more advanced stage of disease upon presentation. Furthermore, if patients had one or more revascularisation procedures before entering the study, they are likely to have even further advanced disease. In a situation where a patient could conceivably fit into two categories, for example, if they had both a PTCA and a CABG before the study, or they had a PTCA before the study but would go on to have a CABG during the study, they were put in the category of the most invasive procedure, for example, post-CABG in the first instance, pre-CABG in the second. For the Percutaneous Myocardial Revascularization (PMR), Transmyocardial Laser Revascularization (TMR) and SpiRiT studies, the interventions were PMR, TMR or spinal cord stimulation (SCS) rather than CABG. These were grouped together with CABG since all of these trials involved patients with angina that was not controlled by medical management and for whom conventional revascularisation (PTCA or CABG) had failed or was not possible. Age, sex and disease stage proxy variables were retained in all models. To this base model ETT, CCS class and individual SAQ scales were each added in a stepwise fashion to the model each as an additional explanatory variable. A range of multiple variable models was constructed using the estimation dataset with a combination of these variables depending upon their importance based on adjusted R 2 values. The variable that gave the largest increase in adjusted R 2 was added first, and then all remaining variables were tested again one at a time. Variables were added until there was no appreciable change in adjusted R 2 (less than 5%). The root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) were also calculated to assess model fit and prediction ability [13] . The RMSE was calculated by taking the square root of the mean square error from the models. MAE was calculated as the sum of the absolute differences between the predicted and observed values, divided by the sample size. Adjusted R 2 was used for choosing models rather than one of these measures of prediction accuracy because it is penalised for larger models, with the use of the less than 5% change criterion further contributing to a parsimonious model. Only two of the five SAQ scales were available for the Appropriateness for Coronary Revascularization (ACRE) study, so interaction terms were used to examine whether there were differences in the effect of these scales in the ACRE data as compared to the other studies. Interaction terms between ETT, CCS and SAQ and the disease stage proxy variable were also pre-specified. This allowed for different relationships between these variables and the EQ-5D index in different disease stage groups, which was important given that a high degree of heterogeneity in these relationships has previously been shown [14] . One of the multiple variable models was chosen as the mapping model based upon explanation of the maximum amount of variability in the EQ-5D index with the fewest variables, as well as relatively low RMSE and MAE values. To validate this model the regression equation was applied to the data in the validation dataset, predicted values of the EQ-5D index were obtained for each person, and these predicted values compared to the observed values. Standardised residuals and fitted EQ-5D index values from fitting the final model in both the estimation and validation datasets were plotted against one another. A Bland-Altman analysis was performed, both in the estimation and validation datasets, to see how well the observed and predicted EQ-5D index agreed and if there appeared to be any systematic measurement bias in the predicted index. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for the observed and predicted values was calculated as a further measure of agreement. The final model was also fitted to the data in the validation dataset to obtain the adjusted R 2 , RMSE and MAE.
The study includes secondary analysis of results from a range of studies. All primary studies had ethical approval 
Results
There were 2855 records in the estimation dataset and 1887 in the validation dataset. The estimation and validation datasets had similar distributions of the variables of interest (Tables 2 and 3 ). The EQ-5D index was slightly higher for men than for women and significantly lower for higher CCS angina classifications ( Table 3 ). The EQ-5D index was also significantly lower in patients that were post-CABG/other serious intervention compared to patients in the other disease stage proxy groups (Table 3) . Table 4 shows that the ECS of the SAQ had a marked correlation (correlation coefficient > 0.6) with the EQ-5D index, while most of the other correlations were low or moderate. Age was not correlated with the EQ-5D index in the estimation dataset.
Results of the mapping model constructed from the estimation dataset are described in Tables 5 and 6 . There were 1106 records in the estimation data with non-missing covariates in the final model. The variables in the base model -age, sex and disease stage proxy -only explained 4% of the variation in the EQ-5D index and gave an RMSE of 0.288. When either of ETT or CCS alone was added to the base model, this was reduced to 0.226 or 0.249, respectively, and just under 30% of the variability was explained. The addition of the ECS scale of the SAQ to the model accounted for the greatest variability in the EQ-5D index (43%) and gave the lowest RMSE (0.179) of all the variables when added singly. As the ASS and AFS scales were the only SAQ scales available from the ACRE study, and the ACRE data were therefore no longer included in the multiple variable models once the other scales were added, their relationship to the EQ-5D index was compared in ACRE and the other studies using an interaction term. The results for models with ASS and AFS have also been presented with the ACRE data excluded (Tables 5 and 6 ). The interaction term was significant for ASS, suggesting a different relationship between ASS and EQ-5D index in ACRE as compared to the other studies. There was little difference in the amount of variability explained, by ASS, however, whether ACRE data were included or not. The error was reduced when the ACRE data were excluded. In the case of the AFS scale, the interaction term was not significant. AFS appeared to provide greater error reduction and to explain more variability in the EQ-5D index when the ACRE data were removed. Other interaction terms did not improve the fit of the model appreciably.
The model equations for the chosen prediction model, Model 11, which has the base variables plus ECS, DPS and AFS of the SAQ is shown below. This model explained 48% of the variation in the EQ-5D index in the estimation dataset and had an RMSE of 0.170. The equation for Model 12, which has all of the SAQ scales included, is also shown. The RMSE for this model was 0.169, so the prediction error from these two models was not appreciably different. Table 7 shows that an observed EQ-5D of 0.4 or less was associated with a larger RMSE. The lowest predicted value obtained for EQ-5D index in the validation set was 0.25, while the lowest value in the data was -0.24. The 95% limits of agreement in the validation dataset were (-0.34, 0.33). The mean difference between predicted and observed EQ-5D index values for the three trials that measured the covariates in the final model were (predicted -observed): 0.004 (95% CI -0.009, 0.016) for CeCAT, -0.078 (-0.149, -0.007) for PMR and -0.035 (-0.094, 0.025) for SpiRiT.
Discussion
This study aimed to build a model to map from cardiac patients' demographic and outcome measures to the EQ-5D index. The SAQ ECS was the strongest predictor of the EQ-5D index, and had the lowest RMSE as compared to other variables available. The SAQ DPS and AFS scores also entered the model, indicating that a disease-specific measure of patient health and disease perception was an important predictor of the generic measure of HRQoL. If interest centres on mapping the EQ-5D index in another disease area, disease specific measures for the disease in question may also be important. The mapping exercise was initially performed with the EQ-5D index bounded to a 0-1 scale and logit transformed as the outcome variable for the OLS models. There was little difference in prediction results whether these transformations were applied or not, and so the non-transformed EQ-5D index was used as the outcome for simplicity. The residual plots show some potential difficulties with using OLS (Figure  1 ). The ceiling effect of EQ-5D index values close to 1 was Key: SD = standard deviation, EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D index, ETT = exercise treadmill time, SAQ = Seattle Angina Questionnaire, ECS = exertional capacity scale, ASS = anginal stability scale, AFS = anginal frequency scale, DPS = disease perception scale, TSS = treatment satisfaction scale apparent as well as patterns that are probably partly due to EQ-5D index not taking all values on the continuum. Others have acknowledged this issue and explored other models with similar findings [21] . Tsuchiya et al. mentioned the option of transforming the data, but suggested that it may be less important for prediction as opposed to when modelling for explanatory purposes, and also that transformation may make prediction models less applicable in situations where the distribution of the data may be different [21] . We feel the use of OLS models was reasonable in this study, given that there was a large amount of data available. This suggests that mean values could be assumed to have an asymptotic Normal distribution and unbiased estimators were obtained. Also, we found that the results were robust to the different forms of the outcome variable used. The final mapping model explained 48% of the variability in EQ-5D index and provided essentially the lowest RMSE at 0.17. This RMSE was, however, higher than the minimal important difference for the EQ-5D index of 0.05 [22, 23] and high compared to some RMSEs found in other similar studies of mapping the EQ-5D index [13] . The ICC was consistent with a moderate to good correlation between observed and predicted EQ-5D scores. However, using the model to predict the observed EQ-5D index in the validation dataset did not indicate good prediction on average and the Bland-Altman plot showed that the mapping model over-estimated the EQ-5D index Key: SD = standard deviation, EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D index, CCS = Canadian Cardiovascular Society Angina Classification, MM = medical management, PCI = balloon angioplasty ± stent, CABG = coronary artery bypass graft, SCS = spinal cord stimulation, laser = percutaneous or transmyocardial laser revascularization for people with observed values of approximately 0.4 and below in both the estimation and validation datasets. The plot had relatively wide 95% agreement limits of approximately ± 0.3, which again are much larger than the minimal important difference for the EQ-5D index [22, 23] . The RMSEs were also higher for EQ-5D <= 0.4 in both datasets. A similar result has been seen before for patients with stable angina, where a model mapping clinical measures on to the EQ-5D index explained 37% of the variability in the EQ-5D index and also performed poorly in individuals with EQ-5D index values of about 0.4 or less [15] . Other studies mapping other HRQoL measures on to EQ-5D have had similar findings [21, 24] . One possible reason for the poorer prediction could be sparse data; Table 7 shows there were few people in the data with an observed EQ-5D index of <= 0.4. Using data where there are more patients with low EQ-5D index values might help better predict values across the range. Several different strategies for improving the predictive ability of the model were explored. These included adding the ETT and CCS variables back into the final model, even though they did not enter the model under the prespecified criterion. These two variables were tried in the final model as their lack of importance in the mapping model was somewhat surprising. This is perhaps especially true for the CCS, which was found in a previous study to have a strong relationship with the EQ-5D index [14] . These variables did not improve prediction, possibly due to the inclusion of disease stage. A model with higher order SAQ terms was also tested, as were several models with interaction terms between the disease stage proxy variable and the other variables in the final model. Although the model with higher order SAQ scale terms allowed for the prediction of lower values of the EQ-5D index, none of these strategies improved the agreement between the predicted and observed values appreciably. Similar findings have been published in the wider mapping literature [13] . It is possible that an important predictor of HRQoL, such as the patient's social isolation and/or mental state, was missing. Such information might contribute to explaining the difference between two patients with the same level of disease severity but very different EQ-5D index values.
Finally, the mean difference in observed and predicted values was smallest for patients from the CeCAT study, which was the study that contributed the most data and also that had the healthiest participants. This may mean the prediction model derived here is more applicable to patients early in the course of disease and that further study using data with more patients across the spectrum of disease could improve prediction, perhaps especially towards the lower end of the EQ-5D index range. There was a further nuance in prediction of the EQ-5D index between studies shown by these estimates -the prediction model under-predicted values of the EQ-5D index overall in the PMR study, and to some extent in the SpiRiT study -the Bland-Altman analysis shows overprediction for the few people with an observed EQ-5D index below 0.4 for all three studies, but some under-prediction for people with EQ-5D index measurements of greater than 0.4 in the PMR and SpiRiT studies.
Another potential explanation for the poor prediction is that while the 5-question, 3-response format makes the EQ-5D easy to administer and complete, it describes a relatively small number of possible health states and does not discriminate well, especially towards the end of the scale describing good health [25, 26] . In addition, the second level on the EQ-5D (some or moderate problems) could include people with quite a wide range of problems in a given domain, corresponding to widely different levels of HRQoL. A 5-level version of the EQ-5D has been created and piloted and shows evidence of feasibility and greater face validity for patients [27] , less of a ceiling effect, and better health state discrimination [27, 28] . Besides potentially improving the discriminatory properties of the EQ-5D, the 5-level EQ-5D index will allow for more variability in the measure and may more accurately reflect some health states, possibly making mapping of the EQ-5D index from other measures more successful across all severity levels.
Limitations
One limitation of the study was that only three out of the five studies that were available had all of the necessary covariates. This limits the external validity of the findings and may have other unknown effects that users of the mapping algorithm should bear in mind. For example, the ACRE study only included two of the five SAQ scales and, when interaction terms were used to compare the effect of these two scales in ACRE versus the other studies, there was some evidence of a difference, meaning the effects might have been different had we had such information from ACRE patients or had data from more studies. Future work should include further development and validation of potential mapping models on datasets with more complete information on covariates and more data on patients with more severe cardiac disease. Secondly, *CABG also includes SCS (spinal cord stimulation) and laser (percutaneous or transmyocardial laser revascularization ) treatments. Reference category -Post CABG. **Reference category, class IV. ***All SAQ score parameter estimates are for a one point increase in the score for the given scale. Key: MM = medical management, PCI = balloon angioplasty ± stent, CABG = coronary artery bypass graft, ETT = exercise treadmill time, CCS = Canadian Cardiovascular Society Angina Classification, ECS = exertional capacity scale, ASS = anginal stability scale, ACRE = Appropriateness for coronary revascularization, AFS = anginal frequency scale, DPS = disease perception scale, TSS = treatment satisfaction scale the UK algorithm for calculating the EQ-5D index was used, so the models may not be applicable to cardiac patients from other countries. Thirdly, we have not explicitly accounted for the correlation between baseline and treatment measurements on individuals since baseline measurements will not always be available and the models should only be used for patients with similar clinical and demographic profiles. Future work should include validating the model on an independent sample [13] , and for patients with different characteristics, undergoing different cardiological procedures. Validating the model in a completely independent dataset would lend further support to the findings.
Conclusions
In conclusion, it was possible to construct mapping models for the EQ-5D index using demographic, disease stage and cardiac outcome measures for a group of cardiac patients that performed better in predicting the EQ-5D index for values above 0.4, and less well for values below Key: RMSE = root mean square error, MAE = mean absolute error, ETT = exercise treadmill time, CCS = Canadian Cardiovascular Society Angina Classification, SAQ = Seattle Angina Questionnaire, ECS = exertional capacity scale, ASS = anginal stability scale, AFS = anginal frequency scale, DPS = disease perception scale, TSS = treatment satisfaction scale Table 7 : Performance of prediction model in estimation and validation datasets by observed EQ-5D level Key: EQ-5D = EuroQol 5D index, RMSE = root mean square error 
Estimation
Validation that level, where the EQ-5D index was over-estimated. The root mean square error derived from fitting the final model in the validation dataset was larger that the minimal important clinical difference for EQ-5D. Prediction of the EQ-5D index is possible, however, due to the relatively poor prediction across the range, inclusion of a preference-based measure in a study where cost-effectiveness analysis is an aim would be a better approach than prediction of the EQ-5D index from other measures.
